1. Project Title: “Prototyping a Virtual Scalable e-Infrastructure based Educational Services (VSESS)”

2. Project Outlay:
   a. DeitY Contribution: Rs.4.85 Cr  
   b. Other Contribution: Nil

3. Scheme under which the project has been taken: Grants-in-Aid

4. Date of starting the project: 01/11/2011

5. Scheduled date of completion of the project: 01/03/2014

6. Implementing Agency: ERNET India

7. Contact details of Chief Coordinator (Implementing Agency) for further information or feedback with website address:

   Dr.A.Paventhan,  
   Addl. Director, ERNET India  
   #397, Ground floor,  
   13th cross, Sadashiva Nagar,  
   Bengaluru - 560080  
   Tele-fax: 080 23617532  
   E-mail: paventhan@eis.ernet.in